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ABSTRACT 

The seiche motion induced in a partially open harbour 
is uniquely determined by the standing wave pattern formed 
in the outside ocean. The variable location and size of the 
coupling makes the problem essentially three-dimensional. 
Existing potential theory has been extended, for the case of 
a simple rectangular port, to simulate ocean conditions by 
approximating the open ocean by another rectangular basin of 
large size. The theoretical problem then reduces to solving 
the Neunan problem for the two-dimensional Helmholtz equa- 
tion V*F + K*F m  o for a polygonal contour. The finite dimen- 
sional approximation of an infinite domain is, however, un- 
satisfactory at least from the analytical point of view. 
This difficulty has been removed, in this paper, by using 
elliptic-cylindrical co-ordinates for the semi-infinite 
domain in which the perturbation potential has been expanded 
in terms periodic Mathieu functions. These theoretical deve- 
lopments have been verified by a series of numerical calcu- 
lations and experimental studies, 

INTRODUCTION 

The phenomenon of long period standing wave is variously 
termed as surge, seiche motion, or simply seiche. When 
resonance occurs in the induced motion in the port, the 
amplitude of motion is magnified, sometimes greatly, and 
although the height of surge may be smaller than that of 
storm waves, the horizontal water motion is usually large. 
Since a ship is small compared to the wave length of a seiche 
motion, it may be expected to move in space with water motion 
unless rigidly restrained. Although this type of wave motion 
and consequent damages to ship were first observed in the 
Pacific coast of the U.S.A. (1), recent reports (2,3) indi- 
cate that such motion exists in many coastal regions of the 
world and has been a source of serious concern to harbour 
authorities at these place*. 

Because of the extremely small steepness of the seiche 
waves, a standing wave pattern exists offshore of any coast 
line that receives such waves. If this coast line is now 
broken to accomodate an entrance to a port, a part of the 
incident wave is transmitted inside and suffers multiple 
reflections at the harbour boundaries. Depending on the 
boundary geometry, a forced oscillation results which, if 
losses are neglected, is in phase with the outside motion. 
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The free surface pattern is dominated by the nearest free 
oscillation mode of the harbour assumed closed on all sides. 
The two-dimensional picture of the open sea also undergoes 
a local deformation around the harbour mouth which dies out 
with increasing distance at a rate depending upon the ratio 
of the entrance width to the wave length. The oscillations 
inside and outside of the port should, therefore, be consi- 
dered parts of the same motion. Mathematically, this means 
that the potential of motion should be that of standing wave 
both inside and outside of the port, the analytic continuity 
of the two functions being maintained through the harbour 
mouth. 

The theoretical treatment when the open sea is approxi- 
mated by a finite basin is relatively simple and was deve- 
loped by Apte'(4) and recently extended by Ippen and Raichlen( 
In both cases an experimental model was selected to represent 
ocean conditions near the harbour mouth as each investigator 
thought appropriate. This model, which in the case of 
Raichlen was more representative of the prototype situation, 
was then analysed theoretically under certain restrictive 
conditions. 

On the other hand, until Miles and Muntc(6) published 
their work:, there was no analytical solution available for 
the open sea case. Their approach was, however, somewhat 
different as they assumed the harbour to oscillate freely 
and, due to the presence of the entrance opening, radiate 
energy toward the open sea. This radiated energy is radially 
diffused in the open expanse and lost to the harbour itself 
thus limiting the maximum amplification of the harbour 
system at resonance. As a result, the potential of motion 
inside the port was that of standing wave and that outside, 
of a standing wave and progressive wave. However, in compu- 
ting the resonant wave number, only the real part of the 
open sea potential was considered. 

The present studies were undertaken when neither the 
work of Raichlen nor that of Miles and Munk were published. 
Even then, there are material differences in the work 
described here and those referred above. Figures 1 and 2 
show the relative position of the port, the outer sea and 
a channel of variable length that connects the two. In fig.l, 
the outer sea has been assumed finite while fig.2 shows this 
basin to be infinite in extent. The arrangement shown in 
these figures are more general than those considered pre- 
viously because, in any physical situation, the harbour 
does not begin immediately shoreward of the sea. In fact, 
ports with 'narrow' approach channels of finite length are 
not raise in nature. 
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In the present studies only waves with crests parallel 
to the coast line have been considered. The outer boundary 
of the finite open sea is constituted by a virtual wall at 
an antinodal line that is sufficiently away from the harbour 
mouth to be appreciably distorted by the presence of the 
opening. For the semi-infinite open sea, it is necessary to 
consider, in addition to the two-dimensional standing wave 
potential, a perturbation potential which possesses a finite 
gradient at the harbour mouth, a zero gra3ient at the rest 
of the coast line and disappears at large distances from the 
mouth. Such a solution is available if we use elliptic- 
cylindrical co-ordinates and expand the perturbation poten- 
tial of the open sea in terms of periodic angular and radial 
Mathieu functions, the angular functions forming an ortho- 
gonal set. It may be remarked here that the Hankel function 
expansion proposed by Miles is convenient only as long as 
the harbour entrance is 'narrow*. Besides, the variational 
principle used in their analysis can not predict the complete 
response curve and the form of the proposed entrance velocity 
distribution function leads to an arbitrary entrance velocity 
and consequently an arbitrary amplitude of motion at resonance 
although, the power amplification is finite. 

Perhaps, this brief review will be incomplete without 
a reference to the valuable work done by Biesel and Le 
Me'haute'(7,8) in this field.But, their approach, was, 
essentially, two-dimensional, the harbour entrance being 
treated as a localised obstruction in the passage of progre- 
ssive waves. It is apparent that such an approach can take 
care of the width of the opening but not its location in the 
seward side of the port which, as will be shown later, plays 
an important role in those oscillations of the harbour that 
are primarily transversal. Unfortunately, transversal 
oscillations have not received much attention so far although, 
such motions are not at all unusual in harbours. 

THEORETICAL STUDIES 

THE MODEL 

In the figures  1 and 2 the  domains of  the  port,   canal, 
and the  sea are  denoted    Dp,  Dc and Dg respectively,   the 
domain    D3 being placed symmetrically with respect to   the 
domain Dp.  The basins are  of  constant  depth h and the 
boundary walls are assumed vertical.  The  axes of reference 
are Oxyz,   the Oxy plane coinciding with the mean water  level 
in the basins,  and the axis  Oz is directed vertically upwards 
so that    z • -h    denotes  the bottom of  the basins.  It may be 
noted that the  side    GFKJ    represents the  totally reflecting 
coast  line which extends,   in the  case  of  semi-infinite  outer 
domain,   to infinity in the  positive & negative    x - direction. 
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The desired standing wave pattern in the closed domain 
Ds is produced by a wave train incident at the other end of 
the long, narrow wave canal shown at extreme right of figure 1 
The analysis presented in the following pages can be utilised 
to show that this arrangement produces negligible disturbance, 

BASIC THEORY 

The flow is assumed irrotational. As the wave steepness 
is very small, the exact linear surface wave theory can be 
used to solve this three dimensional-problem. 

The velocity potential satisfying the Laplace, free 
surface and the bottom surface conditions can be written, 
assuming simple harmonic oscillation, as : 

g T    2TTt  Cosh K (z+h)     , 

0Pot - " 2TT-C°S — ' Cosh K h   FU>y) ••••  U) 

Where T is the period of the generating wave, and F(x,y) 
satisfies the differential equation : 

V2F + K2 F - 0     (2) 

K    is related to the  period by the  equation 

2TTP 
(-j-r      =    gK      tanh    K h         (3) 

In addition to (S), F satisfies the condition 

BF 
9n = 0       ... ....   (4) 

along the vertical walls of the port, where    n    is the 
direction of the  outward drawn normal to the  boundary of 
the basins. Along the  two parts of the boundary occupied by 
the left and  right end  of the communicating canal we can 
write 

(i)      BFP Vi'     ^-    -    - for    y - 0 

i.e. L1L_    „        _^°_    » ys  (x)  for    y-0    ...     (5) 

and 
(ii) 

dn 

3Fp 

*y 

•c 
on 

*F0 

BFQ 

3n 

*c 
*y 

*FS 

2>n 

a *s 

for 

i.e.           •      «=    Gs  (x),for y= -L,   ... (6) 
by by 
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Fig. 1. Reotangular harbour and approach channel 
connected to a finite wave basin. 
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Fig.   2* Reotangular harbour and approach ohannel 
connected to an open sea. 
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Pig. 3. Co-ordinate system used in the open sea 
analysis. 
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where the  subscripts of F are the  domain subscripts. The two 
auxiliary functions    Vs  (x)  and Gs  (x)  are defined by the 
following fourier series representation 

Vs(x)   ->   Urn cos —->    f^ Cos  j—    ,«4X <P <7) 
m»o J^o o 8 < x <* 

O ^     -C<*<oC 
^2_ nr(x+c)     ^2_ KTr(x-«<) ,*•-«.•» 

!(x)  =>  7,  Cos   - >   gjc.Coa        *4*4P     (e) 
£^ p       fe ^       /5<^<a+c 

Again the equality of water level  at the  common 
sections gives us; 

Fp = Fc    for y    = 0, ...   (9) 

and Fc - Fs    for    y - -L, ...(10) 

ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The Helmholtz equation,   eqn  (2),   is solved forthe 
various basins by expanding the F functions in terms of the 
eigen functions of these separate basins assumed closed. 
Only those frequencies of excitation are considered here 
which givearesonance"in  the domains Dp and D    individually. 
This gives 

c m2 n2 i2 J2 

K2 »TT2(  -f- + -f- )   = TT2( -V +    4- ) ...(H) 
a* b2 p^ id 

where m , n and i , jQ represents the number of nodal 
lines parallel to the corresponding sides of the two basins. 
However, the general development is valid for other fre- 
quencies as well. 

*".Te now write the F functions for the various domains 
noting that these, when substituted in eqn.(l), give the 
corresponding velocity potentials 

(i) Domain Dp 

*p(x,y) 
=2IU* COS 

mirx Cos 0 (y-b) 

fe> K  Sin K b 
m0ir x    n0ir y •<—._    mnx Cosh 0^ (y-b) 

+Rm0 Cos —-—. Cos -r—> " =oa —-.  5_. (12) 
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(li)  Domain Dc  : 

fe<*#       kir (x-co 
sr— cos     f 

*Vx»y> - /    l—\-  fkCos 0,( y+L) + 

> ^-008lcTf(x-O f 

+ *k °os 0ky 
+2-0^ Sinh 0-L (* f* °0sh^ ( y+L)"ek Cosh 

•* *>"Kr 

^} 
k" 

....     \13i 

(Hi) Domain Dg : 

.,M< 

F8(x,y) - -/Vj 
|sO 

iTT(x+o)  Cos 0^ (y+L+q) 
Cos  .   + 

p      01  Sin 0Aq 

i0ir{x+B)        J0iry   ^- iir(x+c) 
~ Cos  Pio cos —  Cos -a— +/ vi 

D a  • .rr-r. < 

.  (14) 

q  i>*>K/*r    p 

Cosh 0/ (y+L+q) 

0i Sinh 0jq 

Where p P 

a a 

_ k2 IT 2  i   ,    k2TT2    o    £ 
^k - {K"- —5— > ^k - ( -7F- * ** > 

» iEir2 I   , , i2TT2   ? i 
0 = (K2 -  )  ;  0  - C  s  "" ^ ) 

' o^ 1 p 

These expressions satisfy the partial derivative 
equations (5) and (6) with the help of first definitions of 
the auxiliary functions given in equations (7) and (8). 
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It may be noted that the  various Fourier coefficients 
are yet unknown.  The  coefficients    fk and g^ are determined 
by applying the matching conditions prescribed in equations 
(9)  and  (10). 

Analytic continuity of the velocity potential at the 
left end of the  coupling canal  (  y • 0 }  gives,  then, 

•° kTr(x-«C)     -ST5" kir(x -c() 
fkAk Cos  -2_gk Bk.   Cos  

IsO 1 fc*o 1 

OO _ v—/ mTTx m0irx 
= 2__Um Am Cos -j— + Rm0 Cos        (15) 

tt|*0 a 

Where,   the  dashed summation sign indicates that the    mQ th 
term has been omitted  in the  infinite series  in m,   and 

Cot  0mb a K 
A„ *    — ,       m  <^   • • m 0 \   IT 

no 

-Coth 0^b a X 

Cot 0kL                      Cosec  0^L 1 K 
A     .  . _   .  Bk = -_   ; k<— 

h                                     >   0k W 

Coth 0£L                Cosech 0^L 1 K 

k 

(16a) 

(16b) 

= + —W- ' " +    U  ;   k>~v 

Both,   the  series  in equation  (18)  are  uniformly and 
absolutely convergent   in the  interval o( £ yz £fi .  Hence,  we 
can multiply.both sides of the equation by 
Cos i ,    r = 0,1,2,   ....j^and integrate,  term by 
teriq, within that interval to obtain; 

oo r mso 
fr Nr Ar -  gr Nr Br  = Y_\ An U^ + R, 

    (17) 

•'•mo Mmor 

0,1,2 ,00 
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Where,  Nt, -  1    and    Nr «  1      for    r   \    1 
r      2 ^ .... (18) 

f- m IT x r TT(x -e< ) 
and    Mmr    *  J  Cos —-— .  Cos     ;  .  dx 

Similarly,  the analytic  continuity at the  right  end  of the 
canal  (  y - -L)   gives, 

-*- KlT(x-oC) ^5. v TT (x-«C) 
Cos      2_Jk Bk Cos     -    >    gk AK 

tl&O 1 h«A fc»o       * 1 ^Tb 1 
oo / iir(x+c) i0irU+c) 

V4 Ai Cos         + Pio    Cos               (19) 
r»o P P 

Wher e, 
Cot  0<b ,pK 

Coth  0/b v    p K 

'     4> 0/ TT 

and  the dashed summation sign indicates again,   that the  i0th 
term has been omitted in the infinite  series in i. 

Proceeding as before, we get : 

fr ttr Br -  gr Nr Ar -   217i Ai Mir + pio    Ki0r 

r = 0,1,2,3 oo         (20) 

where NQ = 1 and Np * 1/2 for r j, 1 
Replacing Um and Vj_ in terms of fk and gk, respectively 
from equns (7) and (8), we can rewrite equations (17) and 
(80) as below : 

OO oo, 

fr Nr Ar - gr Nr Br    - ^2f\s^j4i %k Mmr + Rmo %or  ..(21a) 
«.«o   ms-o 

r 7 k - 0,1,2,    «o 

and *L       •£-, 
fpNpBp  -  irNrAr - ^_gk NAJ MiJc Mir+Pio Mi(jr     ...(21b) 

r,  k - 0,1,2,     ,,,..,•© 
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'Vhere,    ,1 ,1 
Am = a ***  f01> m * °5 Ai = ~ Ai»  for    i - 0 

2 2 
- - \ for    m\ lJ-= - A,,   for 1 \ 1 

a P 

/*       mlTx                    kH"(x -<K ) 
Cos   ,  Cos      .  dx 

c(             a                                1 

f£        iTT(x+c) k W (x «*O0 
Mik =J    Cos  •  .  Cos   . dx 

Similarly, %r    and Mj_r. 
Writing equations  (21)   in matrix form 

IPr*] + EVk]    *Sk)  + pio (Mior)    "    l^rfc]    (fk) 

l?rkl  - E^rlc]     <fk)  + Rm0  (^0r)    - -|>rk]     (gk) 
..(22) 

k,  r * 0,1,2 oo 

Where, LLVJJJ    and LArjcJ are diagonal matrices whose diagonal 
elements are given by N„ A0, Nj A*,....etc.  and Np B0,  Nj Bj 
...etc.,  respectively. Further,   the elements of the 
matrices  [Brkl   and     [prkl    are given by 

-.2 oo 
}    Am Mm0 Mm0;    k = r - o B00   ~ A0   + 

a map 

Bok « Bko " XLAm    %k Mmo'.  r = o;     k \ 1 
m»i ^     ... 

Brk - Bkr - >   Am   Mmr Hnk. r * **»   ^    * 

Doo *      Ao + 5ZAi Mi°    Mlo»     k * r " ° 
P cfi] 

(23) 

Dok - Dko = yiAi Mik Mio>    r - o,  k^   1 ...   (24) 

Drk - Dkr -   >_Ai Mik    Mir;  k  * r   \    1 
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Denoting [pric_   + fVk]  by     [D^J  and   |Brk]   - [Ark]   by [B^J 

equations   (25)  is  simplified to read   : 

>k]   (ek)  + ?i0    ^i0r=PM     (fk> g) 

_Brk]   (ffc)  + Rmo  ( %©r  }  " - [^icj   (g^)'" 

r = o,   1,  2,   ... .co . 
Ks    0)     .ly    ^y     • . • . <p0 # 

The matrix equation  (28)   can now be solved for  either 
(gjj-)   or   (fjj-)  directly.  But, we would  like  to solve for  ffc s 
since the  Cscillations inside the port are of immediate 
interest to us.  Further,   it may be noted that the  general 
solution should  not  involve inversion of the diagonal matrix 
[.Arkj   as its elements,   for    r i k>~£»     tend  rapidly to 
zero as    L,   the  length of  the  Canal,   increases. Eqn,   (28)   is 
therefore,  reduced as below. 

[srfc]  (f*>  » Rmo    <W->  " pio    {Er >     ••• <26) 

r •> k a 0,1,2 oo 

where   [srfc]    - {prk\ "    [BJJJ 

0>rk]     -    - [Ark] [>£/ J [>rk] 

and (Br)     =[^rk] [p^r-1 J  (Mior) 

Solving the matrix equation  (29) 

(fk)  - Rmo   [Skr"1]    (Mmor>  - pi0    [skr_I]   (Er>   •••       <27a) 

<£*>  - [D^]|>rk]  (ffc)   - Pio [ D^r]    (M1Q1.  ) ...       (27b) 

These operations give f^ s and    gk s  in terms of Rm0 

and Pi0,  the principal"resonant" amplitudes in the report 
and sea respectively. We note at this  stage that to simulate 
the ocean condition at the  domain Dg, we must take  i0 « o, 
so that Pj.0    is    P0 and MiQr    is Mor. 

To solve    Rm0 explicitty in terms of P0 one must now 
apply the   " resonant  " condition  (8  )   in the port,  viz. 

CO 

y*\r    Mmok    =o     ... (28) 
ftaO 

Using this value  of Rm0 in equ.   (JJ?a)  f^s can be 
obtained in terms of P0 and the "resonant" motion everywhere 
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in the port becomes known interns of the  undisturbed ampli- 
tude (P0)  of the incident clapotis at the sea outside. 

We next investigate the case when the domain Ds becomes 
semi-infinite  (Fig.8).  The  previous developments for the 
port and the canal remain unchanged.  Only the potential 0S, 
for the outer domain,  should be  established anew    and matched 
at the right end   (y = -L)  of the communicating canal with the 
local value of the velocity potential 0C. 

A solution for the perturbed potential function in the 
open sea (domain Ds)  can be simply obtained by an extension 
of a method first outlined by   Morse and Rubenstain (9)  for 
diffraction of  electro-magnatic waves by ribbons and slits. 
The method was later used by Carr and Stelzriede  (10)  in 
solving the  problem of diffraction of  straight  crested water 
waves    by a finite gap in a breakwater. Using this method 
the function Fs(x,y)  is  obtained partly in elliptic-cylindri- 
cal    co-ordinates (\ ,0)  and partly rectilinear co-ordinates 
(x,y);  the co-ordinate systems are  shown in fig.3 which is an 
enlarged view of the right end of the  coupling canal. 

The  various  co-ordinates shown are  related as below - 

x'   • - x,       y*  = - y + L 
x'  «  (d/2)   cosh ^   cos  0 
y'  »  (d/2)  Sinh^   sin 0 ...     (29) 
z'  •    z 

For constant    z, lines of constant <j and    0 become, 
respectively,  confocal ellipses and hyperbolas of focal 
length,  d. When 0*0 and 0 "IT,  the hyperbolas degenerate 
into a straight  line with a gap of width d,  the gap itself 
being given by | « 0,     O<0<1T ,   the degenerate ellipse. 

We define the function Fs  (x,y)  in the following manner: 

Fs  (x,y)  -  IMx.y)  + P0 Cos    Ky       (30) 

In equation  (33)  the second term on the  right satisfies 
the  field equation,  eqn  (2),  has a zero gradient at the 
coast line  including the gap, and gives when introduced in 
eqn (l),  the potential of principal oscillation mode,  i.e. 
of clapotis,  at sea outside.  It is,  therefore, necessary to 
find  a   V(x,y), Such that it satisfies equation  (2),  possess- 
es    a zero gradient at the  two coastlines, disappear at 
infinty and remain finite in the region of the gap. We call 
this function the  "perturbation" function and the correspon- 
ding    potential, the pejrturbatlon potential.  It is for this 
function that the elliptic - cylindrical co-ordinates are 
useful. 
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Introducing the  co-ordinates of  equation  (29).   the 
complete solution for   the perturbation function Y f§> 0)   thst 
is  periodic  in 0,   can  be written interms  of even and odd 
angular and  radial Mathieu functions  (11) 

Y($.0)  - Re 
\— "m 
>    Sem (s,0)    Jem (s,V- i Ne ffi(s,| ) 

_r!R>Nm ' 
, ...   (31) 

,22-Vm -i 
+2_— S0,m (s,0)    J0m  (s,f )-i N0 m(s,| ) 

Where    S ~£2_)2 -     ( ^ .  K)2 

A 2 

The arbitrary coefficients  (to be  specialize later) 
VJJJ,  and Vm   may be imaginary and    Nm and    N^ are  the norma- 
lizing factors. This representation of the complex pertur- 
bation function gives rise to a perturbation potential 
individual terms of which represents outward travelling 
waves that disappear at large distances from the  opening. 
Since only the even function solution satisfy  the  boundary 
condition of  zero  gradient  at solid  boundaries,  we have 
finally,  for  the standing waves perturbation function, 

Y(|.0)=Re    £J!-Sefa(sf0)     Je,m<M M Ne „<».$ >1 
Ln>aONm '        ,     , 

...     (32) 

where    Re    means the real p*rt. 

The  coefficients Vm are  determined by satisfying the 
boundary condition of  equation  (6)   and we get  : 

2   i *0_ 

N.m(3,0)        Z. 
(33) 

2 i 
»m * - - 

V^ -.-        ^ 
where      i    =    ^-  1    and 

fl   fW       kTT(x-K) 
Gmk -    |  | Cos    .  Sefm(s,0).Sin 0.d 0             (34) 

J0 1 

Introducing equn   (33)   in  (32)   and putting the  resulting 
expression  tbr y(8,0)  in eqn  (30), we cet 

>     oo     oo.Cmic ^        Ne m(s,| ) 
Fa(x,y)=P0 Cos % -2 2_gk2_—-.Se)in(s,0). -^  .(35) 

fc«o   m-O^m Ne,m{s»o} 
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Squation (39) replaces, then eqn (17) of the finite outer 
domain case. The right hand side of eqn (22) is similarly 
replaced by the new series. 

F8(x,L) =P0+ 2^_gk \_ . -^Se>nj (s, 0)  .. (36) 

H*o  m*o Nffi / 2 ) 
l Ee,m' 

Where fe>m and g6)m are the joining factors tabulated in 
Tables relating to Mathleu Functions (11*).- Further develop- 
ments proceed in a manner similar to that used in the finite 
domain case. 

eO       «0 

The new R.H.S.  of eqn  (24b)  -^gk^~Bm Cmk Cmr + P0lSor 

-2__gfc    ^>rk+pol^or     ...       (37) 

k,  r    =0,1,2 ,oo 

where, 
Bm 

Nm 

t 1 
°or is a Kronecker delta *   Mor,  and 

1    (38) 
oo 

Drk *XIBm cmk cmr, k, r « 0,1,2, ...,«© 
m=o 

The matrix equation (22) is then unchanged except for 
the fact that we must take i0 - 0 and that the elements of 
the matrix CDrkl should be calculated from equation (38) 
and not from equation (24). Further developments are identi- 
cal with the steps leading, to the equations (25) thru' (28) 
which gives the desired solution. 

For narrow harbour mouths ( 1 K ^<^1 ), the preceding 
development for the open sea case reduces to that given by 
Miles and Munk. For instance^ if we use the entrance velocity 
distribution function, 0|(x), proposed by Miles and Munk and 
adopt their scheme of normalisation for this function then, 
in the expression for D(k), a term f 

(l2/2) 5^(Cm2/Nm) (l/ge,m) exp (-i ym) is obtained 
instead of them£erm [( -l/2)i + (l/TT)ln (8/y 1 K)] derived 
by them. 
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In these expressions, 

y -  1.78  ...,   the Euler's constant, 
Ym - - cot    (f   m), 

fir 
and    0m «  J   01(x).  Sg ^(s,   0).  Sin 0.  d 0 

0 * // It can now; be  readily shown that as  (l K)  tends to    <^ 1, 
co 

(12/2)X{CS/Nm £e,m*   exP   <-i rmJ-Ml/fr)lnU.49/l K)-(l/S)i 

'Sfd/ff)   ln(8/ri K)-( l/2)i 

indicating the  identity of the two  approaches for  narrow 
harbour mouths. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The  dimensions  (Refer  fig.l)   used for the analysis, 

that are invariant for the  various  cases  studied,are 

a -   12,     b -  7,     p * 24,     q = 24.18 
and      1 -   £-°C    - 2 

The wave period was selected to produce one of the 
normal modes in each basin, assumed closed. For the port, 
this was taken to be the case when m0 = nQ » 1 and the 
length of the outer basin was adjusted to make i « 0 and 
J0 = 4, so that the following relationship results : 

<>•>» -' j- • -Jr ' - «\j0 -««• -J- ' 
from which  : 

\,n0    "    Kio<io    =    °'5196 

^ «    12.09,     and 

q -    24.18 

Surface profiles have not been calculated in detail; but 
the values of the function Fp (x,y) have been computed at 
the four corner points viz.(6,o), (a,0), (o,b) and (a,b) 
of the port. 

Two effects have been studied. In the first, the length 
of the communicating canal (L) has been taken as zero, and 
the entrance location varied as indicated in table I. The 
same table also shows, for each entrance location, the 
values of Ep(x,y) for (a) a finite sized outer domain Dg 
and (b) a semi-infinite outer domain. 
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In the  second  study only one  location of the  coupling 
canal,  viz,oC* 2,  yB« 4,  has been used and  the   length of the 
canal L    varied to make    L * 0,£,1,2,2,1,4,  and 12.09 =X. 
Table  II gives the  results of  these computations.The : 
results for  L * X were obtained by suitably modifying eqn(16) 
and prescribing an additional condition,  that of  "resonance", 
inside the  channel. 

The coefficients    Am, Ai and the  integrals Mmfc, Mmr and 
Mik, Mj_r    have been computed with    m « 0 - 48,   i =• 0 - 72 
and r = k » 0 - 4.  For the Open Sea case,  the coefficients 
Bm and the  integrals 0m^,  Cmr are computed with   m « 0-6 and 
r « k * 0 - 4.  The  convergence of some of the  terms were 
slow and  although a formal proof of  convergence could not 
be given,  these calculations amply demonstrated that the 
various  series proposed in the  analysis  do  indeed converge' 
absolutely. 

EXPERIMENTS 

The results  of the numerical  example were verified 
experimentally in a 7 ft.  wide concrete channel  using the 
arrangement shown in fig.l.  The  desired agitation  in the 
finite dimensional sea (GHIJ) was brought in by a narrov 
communicating channel  located  at the  center  of the side IH. 
Although,  this experimental arrangement deviated somewhat 
from the mathematical model used in the analysis,  an invol- 
ved mathematical formulation of the actual experimental 
set up showed  the  difference to be exceedingly small as long 
as  (    1'K/TI )«1. 

The water depth and wave length used throughout the 
experiments were 9 in.  and 36.27 in.,  respectively.  The 
geometrical dimensions of the model were, therefore,  three- 
times the values,  in inches,  used in the numerical example. 
The wave was produced by a simple flap type wave generator 
driven by a variable  speed drive.  The wave heights were 
measured,  initially,  by means of parallel-wire resistance 
gauges when the wave generator drive consisted of a variable 
speed D.C. motor.  Later,  for better  speed  control,  a cons- 
tant  speed    A.C. motor with mechanical  speed variation 
arrangement was installed and  it was found that ordinary 
point gauges could be used with better accuracy.  The results 
of experimental verification,  for one corner of the port, 
are presented in figures 4 and 5. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It can be  seen,  from table 1,  that the location of the 
entrance has a marked effect on  the agitation inside the 
port. But,   the difference in the  results   for the  assumption 
of  (a)  a finite outer domain,  and  (b)  an open sea  is 
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KLg. 
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4. Comparison of theoretioal and experimental amplification factor 
for corner (a,0) of harbour. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of theoretical and experimental amplification faotor 
at corner (a,0) of harbour for variation in channel length. 
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negligible even though the finite outer domain is only of 
moderate size. The quantitative agreement between the" experi- 
mental and theoretical data presented in fig.4 is rather poor. 
This is, probably, due to the large hydraulic losses that 
were associated with the highly adjustable model used in the 
experiments. 

Table II shows that as the length of the coupling 
canal is increased from zero, the agitation inside the port 
increases repidly, attains a peak in the neighbourhood of 
L - 2, and decreases as rapidly thereafter. "rhen the length 
of the canal is in the vicinity of the critical length, 
very large changes in amplitude take olace for only slight 
changes in the canal length. This resulted in somewhat 
unstable operation in this region. The experiments also 
failed to realize (see fig.5) the large amplitude oscilla- 
tions indicated by the analysis. Similar disagreement 
between peaks theoretically predicted and actually observed 
in the laboratory has been reported by LeMehaute and Haichlen. 
Although a large part of the observed discrepancy is due to 
the neglect of dissipative forces in the analysis, breakdown 
of the linear wave theory at such large amplitudes of osci- 
llation may be no less important a reason." In fact, for 
approach channel lengths approaching the critical value, the 
oscillation modes became remarkably deformed in the regions 
of high amplitude. 

The studies reported here are only exploratory in nature, 
as complete response curves have not been determined. These 
are in progress. It is possible, even then, to make certain 
general observations in the light of existing knowledge. For 
instance, the observed influence of entrance location is due 
to the presence of a transversal mode of oscillation. Natura- 
lly, this influence will be less pronounced for oscillations 
that are primarily longitudinal. Again, a complete response 
curve will probably show that the maximum agitation at 
specified places occur at different frequencies, although 
their magnitudes may only depend on the width of the harbour 
mouth. It is, therefore meaningless to attempt to segregrate 
areas in the harbour as 'quiet' or 'disturbed' zones or 
specify entrance locations that are particularly desirable 
unless, the power spectral density of the excitation exterior 
to the harbour is peaked over only a narrow band width of 
frequency. The exterior spectrum is, usually, a function 
of the topographical features of the neighbouring coastline 
and continental shelf and in some localities the spectrum 
is indeed peaked at frequencies typical of harbour seiches. 

The case with an approach channel interposed between 
the harbour and the open sea has a special significance as, 
in almost all harbours, the entrance itself has a dimension 
of length. For a given wave number and harbour geometry, the 
effect of varying the length of this approach channel is 
merely to change the phase of the incident wave at the 
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TABLi _ I 
(Effect of entrance location on harbour agitation) 

No 
Entrance 
.Location 

Outer 
Sea Pp(0,0) Fp{a,0) Fp(0,b) Fp(a,b^ 

«C 0 
1 0 2 

Finite 

Open 

1.03 

1.02 

-1.16 

-1.15 

-1.15 

-1.14 

1.06 

1.05 

2 1 3 
Finite 

Open 

1.09 

1.06 

-1.39 

-1.39 

-1.38 

-1.37 

1.12 

1.10 

3 2 4 
Finite 

Open 

1.12 

1.12 

-1.68 

-1.67 

-1.64 

-1.64 

1.17 

1.17 

4 5 7 
Finite 

Open 

-.85 

-.98 

- .85 

- .98 

- .69 

- .80 

- .69 

- .80 

Note : All magnitudes are in terms of P0. 
Length of approach channel, L*0. 

TABLE. - II 
(Effect of channel length on harbour agitation) 

No. 
Outer Sea 

&. 
Entrance 

Aporoach 
Channel 
Length,L4 

Fp(0,0) Fp(0,b) Fp(a,0) Fp{a,b) 

1 0 1.12 -1.68 -1.64 -1.17 
2 Finite 4 1.37 -1.96 -1.93 1.41 

3 Outer Sea 1 1.83 -2.62 -2.58 1.89 

4 2 13.35 -19.14 -18.84 13.80 

5 Entrance 
Location 

2.1 40.95 -58.47 -57.50 42.26 

6 * = 2 4 -1.26 1.81 1.78 -1.30 

7 /3=4 12.09 1.18 •r 1.67 - 1,66 1.20 

Note : All magnitudes are in terms of P0, 
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harbour mouth. In fact, the 'spiked' response characteristic! 
observed in some of the M.I.T. experiments clearly demonstral 
the need for considering the phase of the incident wave as 
an additional independent variable in seiche studies. This 
will be especially important for harbours that project out 
of the general run of the coast line. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As the number of cases studied, numerically as well as 
experimentally, is small only few definite conclusions can 
be drawn. These are : 

(i) For the case studied, the proposed open sea solutioi 
is in very good agreement with the solution obtainec 
by approximating the open sea by a finite sized, 
rectangular basin. 

(ii) The agitation Inside a rectangular port is greatly 
dependent on the entrance location as long as the 
mode of water motion has primarily transversal 
oscillation component. 

(iii) For a given excitation and harbour geometry, there 
exists a critical length of approach channel which 
produces maximum agitation inside the harbour basin, 
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